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WELCOME! 

It is a real pleasure to have you here to be part of the unique. 
community which has grown up around WFC week. Over the years almost 
500 different players have taken part. We on the staff sincerely 
hope you will have a truly memorable experience. 

We have, over the past. year, labored for many hours to create the 
best possible situation for this event. Specifically, we have tried 
to improve on the weaker aspects of past WFC.'s. We believe that the 
result is the best arrangements ever provided. However, only your 
cooperation, enthusiasm, assistance and participation will bring this 
unique experience to life. This is going to be fun - enjoy it. 

TO, 	SCH EDUL 
MONDAY, JULY 19 

00 AM 	8:30 AM 	SPEc <FAST (DDH) 

Q 00 ! 	W/O DI SCATHON RE PL 1M( (8 WOMN E, 50 OPN 	) E ADV 

9. 	cM 	SENIOR ACCURACY FIRST ROUND 

	

.11  30 AM 	1 00 FM 	LUNCH (DDH) 

	

1 30 PM 	O+W 000 FREL EMS 	WOMEN • 20 OPEN TEAMS \)t 

OPEN DEC, SECOND ROUND 	iC: J1:-EN TEA'lS ADV) 
SENIOR DDC 	 - 

	

FM 	30 FM GOLF COURSES OPEN FOR PRACTICE 

OC: FM 	30 FM 	DINNER (DDH) 

	

30 FM 	PUTTING CONTEST (METZGER) 

	

9:00 -i 	VIDEO DAILIES (METZGER LOBBY) 

MT NIDIPCATHON (MEET 	F_T* 	LOBBY)Z. Li 

	

0 30 FM 	STAFF MEET I NB (SILVERS AFT 289) 

LATE ADDITIONS: MEETING FOR ALL WOMENINNEDIATELy AFTERDDC 
5:30 PM 	HACKY SACK FOOTBAG CLINIC (BETWEEN DINING HALL & STUDENT CENTER) 

7:00 PM 	FREESTYLE SIGNUP CLOSES (Don't delay) 

EDITOR'S NOTE. We apologize for the late delivery of the WFC REVIEW today. 
Our xerox machines were not operable until this morning. Tomorrow's REVIEW 
should be ready by breakfast. Thanks .for your patience. 



THE ANNUAL TOUT SHEET 

Here's our yearly attempt to guesstimate the various races and events 
of W.F.C.. We use the following categories: Projected Winners, Good 
Bets and Dark Horses. We pick our winners based on recent back records 
and crystal disc gazing. Good bets are folks who keep the winners awake 
at night. Dark horses are either lesser known or less likely but could 
easily put it together and win. 

If you are an obvious winner and we missed you-sorry. Bet heavily on 
yourself and remember we helped get you the good odds. 

Just as a proof of our own track record please consider that in this 
issue of the 1981 WFC review we: 

- Picked Zimmerman to win SCF (a very iffy event). 

However we also: 

- Missed both overall races (went for Kirkland/Loftus). 

- Failed to mention Cohn/Brenner in DDC or Hunter in golf. 

- Missed all 5 of the womens races. 

Well anyway, we got 'em all right this time - check it out... 
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OPEN DIVISION 

DISTANCE 	Winner: Van Miller (Strongest man in the sport) 
Good Bets: Lemann, Zimmerman 
Dark Horses: McHugh, Krajna, Bonopane 

S.C.F. 	 Winner: Scott Zimmerman (Best % player ever) 
Good Bets: Krajna, LeBeau 
Dark Horses: Brooks, Conger, Jay Beukelman 

D.D.C. 	 Winner: Bonopane/Zirnmerman 
(The Guts Champs will catch JC and Paul and 
double them) 

Good Bets: Cohn/Brenner, Sheldon/Pierson 
Dark Horses: Loftus/LeBeau, Hubbard/Mackey 

GOLF 	 Winner: Scott Zimmerman (See SCF) 
Good Bets: Pierson, Hosfeld, Watson 
Dark Horses: D. Loftus, Conger, Marx 

FREESTYLE 	Winner: Velasquez 2 (The brothers cook at home) 
Good Bets: Brooks/Kurz/Adams, Krajna/Hubbard/Wootten 
Dark Horses: Beukelman/White/Soto, Sparkman/cElwain 

DISCATHON 	Winner: Tony Pellicane (His first win will be the big one) 
Good Bets: Adams, LeBeau, Nodine 
Dark Horses: White,Rlocktis, Robbins 

OVERALL 	Winner: Scott Zimmerman* 
Good Bets: Beukelman, Krajna, Adams 
Dark Horses: Brooks, Miller, Hubbard, Swyers, Pellicane 

*Scott certainly faces .a larger number of qualified threats 
than in the past. He has not won any of the nationals 
but has three WFC's in a row. He wants four. 

WOMEN'S DIVISION. 

DISTANCE 	Winner.: Bethany Porter (Guts power) 
Good Bet: Fields 

S.C.F. 	 Winner: Judy Horowitz (Best %) 
Good Bet: J. Loftus 

D.D.C. 	 Winner: Joann Loftus/Judy Horowitz (Can win the Open too) 
Good Bet: Mahoney/Booth 

GOLF 	 Winner: Michele Marini (Best approach shot male or female) 
Good Bet: Horowitz 

FREESTYLE 	Winner: Joann Loftus/Judy Horowitz/Sue Beukelman 
Good Bet: Solomon & ? 

DISCATHON 	Winner: Joann Loftus (A gazelle) 
Good Bet: Marini 
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OVERALL 	Winner: Joann Loftus (A pick 'em battle and discathon 
= Jo for the first time) 

Good Bet: Horowitz 

SENIOR DIVISION 

flT m iMr'w 

M: Torn Monroe (Why Not) 
GM: Widel (A boy among men) 
SGM: Headrick (Good Driver) 

S.C.F. 

M: Monroe (Maybe the best, period) 
GM: Widel (Strong) 
SGM: Headrick 

D.D.C. 

M: Palmeri/Monroe (Told us so) 
GM: Widel (Nasty) 
SGM: Roddick (A known cheater) 

GOLF 

M: Palmeri (Mr.. Lucky) 
GM: Olsen (Roll on sweet 165) 
SGM: Headrick (001) 

FREESTYLE 

M: Free/David (A smooth team) 
GM: Widel (Tricky too) 
SGM: Roddick (Good blood) 

ACCURACY 

M: Schneider (A thinker) 
GM: Roberts (Well-centered) 
SGM: Roddick .(Record holder) 

OVERALL 

M: Monroe*  (Best ba1ãne) 
GM: Widel (Too Strong) 
SGM: To close to call 

(We're too smart) 

*The tightest race of all. 
five guys could win. 

FOREIGN INTRIGUE 

This year's event features several foreigh firsts: 

- The largest percentage of non-U.S. Competitors. ( 37% 

- The largest number of countries represented. ( 14 

-Probably the largest number of non-U.S. threats to win an open 
individual event. This would be a first. 

RUT GERS RAH  

The people at RU have been incredibly cooperative in getting ready for 
our event... 'Please respect their requests and facilities and thank them 
for their hospitality if you get a chance. 

MINI MADNESS 

Don't miss the unique opportunity to vie for the little title. Check 
A 



schedule each day for the mini championship events headed up by Greg 
Hosfeld. (Metzger 214) 

FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 

The U.S. team has surprisingly (and unprecedented) number of related 
players: Velasquez, Roddick, Pellicane, Loftus, and of course lots of 
Beukelmans. 

TODAY WE SET THE TIME MACHINE FOR ................... 1974 

Way back in the prehistoric days of disc (pre-Nail delay, can you believe?) 
two young Frisbee disc enthusiasts at Rutgers decided to further spread 
their love of the disc and launched 'a newsletter called FLYING DISC WORLD. 
The first issue appeared in February 1974, 8 legal-size pages, now yellowing 
with age. Subtitled "Of, by, and for Disc Enthusiasts", it was edited by 
Dan "The Stork" Roddick, F.M. (Frisbee Master) and Bob "Flash" Eberle, F.M. 
In 1976 FLYING DISC WORLD would merge with the IFA NEWSLETTER to become 
FRISBEE DISC WORLD under Dan's guidance. 

Today's lesson is from Volume 1, Number 2. One of the major stories was 
"Basic Double Disc Court Strategy" by Jim Palmeri. Also included were the 
official rules of DDC. At the time it was a singles game played in 12 by 
14 foot courts separated by a 19 foot neutral zone. Lots of flutter throws 
were used, and breaks occurred whenever the two discs touched, no matter 
where they landed. It was slightly bizarre. But as Stork's fledgling 
newsletter would grow into a mature IFA publication, Palmeri's brainchild 
would evolve into the version of DDC you're playing this afternoon. 

What is amazing, especially in retrospect, is the first paragraph of Jim's 
strategy article. What was written back in 1 74 still applies this very 
day,. I quote: "Double Disc Court is a flying disc game designed to demand 
the utmost in athletic skills in general and disc skills in particular. 
Fast reflexes, agility, and qj c throwing ability along with highly skill-
ful handling of a flying disc are very essential in order to do well in 
the game. A good player of the game is one who can throw any type of disc 
shot with pinpoint accuracy and can catch any type of shot thrown at or 
near:: hi±n Players'áre forced to think fast and to make split second de-
cisions because two discs are always in play simultaneously and the rules 
prohibit the competitors from making contact with both discs at the same time." 

Tomorrow's lesson: "Through Europe With a Disc "  (1974) where •'a devotee can 
usually find discs,:  and throwers even in the wild interior of Darkest Europe." 

FLYING DISC TRIVIA QUIZ Our regular trivia contest will begin Tuesday 
(space is tight).. In the meantime, try this one, reprinted from FLYING 
DISC WORLD's 9th and final issue.(June 1975):  

5 (3 	' 
"Take the total age of the Library Bar starting team at IFT 17; add the mold # 
of the special run pro made for Ann Arbor; divide by the number of times 
'Wham-O' appears on a third period Pluto Platter; add the number of timeouts 
allowed per team in Ultimate; subtract the number of cents deposit on the 
Frisbie tin; multiply by the number of apes appearing on the 2\msun Planet of 
the Apes. disc; add the number of players currently holding 'world' distance 
titles." The person submitting the most complete answer will win a special 
collector's item: a 1982 WFC oddity disc. Winners from past years can tell 
you how nice the prize is. Submit answers to Mark Danna (Metzger 211) no 
later than 8 P.M. tonight. 	5.... 
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5th 20INUAL. LA r'IIRADA OPEN RESULTS 
July 10, 11, 1982 

ODen Division Total Prize Money $4000.00 (Open Division alone) 

1st John Jewell 
2nd Eric Marx 
3rd George Morris 
4th Harold Duvall 
5th Sean Sheldon 
6th Randy rnann 
7th' Scott Moore 
8th Jerry Garrett 

Scott Zirnern 
10th. Don .carborough 

Tra-7i3 Renlds 
12th Dave Du±oàoe 

J. Bart Smjth 
Ron WaJcn 
Don WiTce 

17th Jers 
Geoff Lissaen 
Stev.. BentleT 
Ton chot 
M±k Dill 

22nd. Marozs Ciercs 
23rd Steve- -Tenn-e= 

John 
25th Jack Stanton 

Gary Oulrey 
Tom Kennedy 

28th TQmHugz2e.s  

score 
118 45 holes 
125 45 holes Won Playoff 
125 45 holes 
101 36 holes Won Playoff 
101 	It 	II 

102 	II 	of 	Won Playoff 
102 	" it 

103 	" 	of 

103 	" 	9 

104 	9 

104 	" 	71 

105  

105  
105 	1 	II 

105 	" 
105 	" 	It 

106 	9 	I, 

106 	" 
106 
106 . 
106 	It 	It 

107 	" 
108 
108 	9 	II 

109 	" 	II 

109 	It 

109 	" 	II 

110 	9 

Women' s Division 	 Jrnior's Division 
score 

126-36 holes 
128- " 	17 

129 to 

136 it 

100-36 holes 
111- 	! 	 IT 

It 	It 

$30.00 114-36 holes 
25.00 117 
15.00 120 

st Beth Verih 
2nd. Pat Johnson. 
3rd Cindy Elliott 
4th Sherree VonDeldon 

Master' Division 

1st Way.e Shurts 
2nd 2-on ?chford 

1st Jii Olsen, Sr. 
2nd . Roger- norris 
3rd Paul Harris 

$50.00 
30.00 
25.00 
10.00 

$30.00 
20.00 
20.00 

13yrs-15yrs 
1st Sam Perrans 109 36h 
2nd Michael Molnar 120 
3rd Chris Hubka 120 
4th Ernes -to Quiroz 121. 
5th Craig Ley-7a 124 

12yrs & under 
1st Roger Morris 120 
2nd Karl Anderson 146 
3rd Shawn Newall 162 

The La Mirada Open was a huge success: 209 competitors, 80 degree 
weather, and a final 9 on cable TV. Thanks to everyone who joined us, 
including, our sponsors: Coors, Wham-O, and Giuliano's Deli. (Dan Mangone) 



THE DAILY DONUTS STRIKE BACK 	Imagine this. You have just uttered 
THE funniest one-liner in WFC history. It takes a moment to sink in. 
And then... all of a sudden.. .there's laughter. Hysterical laughter. 
Uncontrollable laughter. Howls, screams, fits and gales of laughter. 
EVERYONE looks around to find out who could have said such a side-
splitter. And they see YOU! It's YOU!! What a wit! You should 
share it with the world. 

And you can. That's what this column is for: sharing the bons 
mots on the playing field, the wonderful witticisms in the cafeteria, 
the colorful happenings•.that demonstrate the humor and humanity of the 
World Championships. 

You're not a funny person? So what? You have ears, right? If 
you hear something worth repeating, let us know. We accept hearsay - 
gladly. We will even withhold the names of contributors who wish to 
remain anonymous. 

We want these Daily Donuts - these crumbs of humor - to be an 
uplifting (don't gag!) part of your breakfast. So what if you were 
dead last in Discathon? It's over. Smile. Eat. And read on. 

With a tip of our collective hat to Sports Illustrated's "Score-
card" column - our inspiration for three years of donuts - we now offer 
some reheated stories from the 1981 WFC. What we mean when we say: 
THE DAILY DONUTS STRIKE BACK. 

WHAT DID YOU SAY YOUR MINOR WAS? Last year in the dining hall fairly 
frequent food fights among freestylers (not with us this year) prompted 
announcer Ron Kaufman to report in his Freestyle semi-finals intro-
ductions that one collegiate player was "majoring in Frisbee and Grate-
ful Dead with a. significant minor in nutritional ballistics."., 

WHO SAID "CONSISTENCY IS THE KEY?" Roger Galton of England easily 
took the "Mr. Consistency" award the next day for his first four holes 
of golf. He started with a triple bogey 6. Unfazed and obviously 
warmed up, he then aced the next hole. This he followed with back-to-
back double bogies. At that point his scorecard read 6, 1, 5, 5. No 
birdies, no pars, no bogies - the very model of consistency. 

YOU ARE WHAT YOU WEAR. The "Best Juxtaposition of T-Shirts" award 
went to side-by-side Daryl Elliott and Scott Zimmerman. Daryl's shirt 
read, "Animals are not ours to kill, eat, experiment on or own." 
Scott's said, "In and Out Burger." 

THE SATISFACTION OF SHOOTING AN 8. When fellow golfers heard that - 
Bruce "Putt-gorski" Podgorski had shot an 8 in the opening round, they 
naturally assumed he was 8 under par. Not so. Winning that day's 
"Mr. Consistency" award, Bruce had 9 deuces, 6 threes, 2 fours, and 
an 8 - on one hole. Actually, he was happy to get the 8. He salvaged 
it with a 70-foot putt. 

HERE, LET ME HELP YOU WITH THE STATS. Inalbeé's room, the master chart - 
blank except for a grid with competitors' names with spaces to indi- 
cate finishes and overall rank - leaned against the wall Sitting in 
a chair opposite the chart, a playful Van Miller fired an uncapped pen 
past albee's nose. The pen struck the chart, slashing a straight line, 
a "1" in the overall rank space of a competitor. The competitor's name? 
Judy Horowitz. The women's overall champ. Good aim, Van. 
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THE "OTHER STUFF" 

Boy! Have we got a pair of winners! The hot event so far is the Hole-
in-One Contest outside the dorm. Put up your quarter for two shots at 
a Pole Hole about 50 meters away, and take the pot if you win. 

At one point Sunday night there were about 30 eager putters waiting in 
line to collect the silver. Forty-five minutes into the contest Vince 
Nesci of Australia brought a roar with a shot that hit the top of the 
basket. (Hit metal and you get two bonus throws). But it was not till 
a half hour later that Phil Johnson of Stillwater, Minnesota made the 
magic shot. Total haul for Phil: $22.50. Not bad. That translates 
to 90 games of Pac Man. Plus Phil wins a WFC collector's disc. 

The next Hole-in-One event takes place Wednesday night. Don't miss it!!! 
* 	 * 	 * 	* 	 * 

Also on the front burner is the 1st Annual World Mini Frisbee disc Champion-
ships under the direction of the Miniac Greg Hosfeld. The first event, held 
last night, was "Around 9" - putting into a mini Pole Hole from 9 gradually 
lengthening positions. More points are scored for longer shots. 

Dan Mangone set a precedence right away by sinking all but 3 of his putts 
and scoring 27 points. Midway through the 29 competitors, Bill Burns 
topped that with 32 points, making 7 of 9. Gregg Hosfeld, shooting last, 
came up short with 31 points. A three-person final is expected tonight. 

Also on tap this evening is Mini Discathon. It will probably be run in 
the kiddie's playground behind Metzger Dorm. The giant slide will be 
a factor. 

Historical note: The Burns "brothers" (not really - Bill's from Indiana, 
Dennis is from North Carolina) made mini history (hist?). Bill was the 
leader in the "Around 9" prelims, and Dennis was the first person ever to be 
scratched in the World Mini Championships. Way to go. 

AND IF YOU DON'T TRUST OUR TOUT SHEET.. .Be sure to try 

TAROT CARD& PALM READINGS BY 

MRS. IDA 
Gifted with second sight to forsee and tell you anything 

you wish to know. Gives only truthful and good advice on 
business, love, marriage, divorce; settles family troubles 
and causes speedy marriage with the one you love. She 
looks deeply into your life and lifts the veil of mystery - - 
She is the Lord's messenger, sent here to help those who 
cannot help themselves. SHE SHOWS YOU as well as tells 
you what can be done. SHE HAS HELPED THOUSANDS, 
young and old. DON'T WAIT - SEE HER NOW! 

12 E. 31St. (bet. Madison& 5thAves) N.Y.C. 
Daily& Sun. 9AM-7PM Call for Appt.TEL.685 - 9751 

-- 
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